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"To know is nothing at all ... to imagine is everything. " 
Anatole France 

FROM THE READV ROOM ... Editorial Ramblings 

Hello and welcome to THE ARRA Y. The American Heritage Dictionary states 
a secondary definition of array as "an impressive collection." Rather appropriate 
for a fanzine, I think. 

As this goes to print, VOYAGER is winding down its sixth season, with a seventh 
still unconfirmed. It's been an interesting year; old friends, new enemies - new 
friends, old enemies. We've had holograms and Hirogen, Borg and Barclay. Love 
it or hate it, it always gives us something to talk about. And most importantly, 
something to write about. 

My hope for THE ARRAY is that the stories within its pages will serve as a 
reminder of why we fell in love with VOYAGER and with fan fiction. May they 
make you laugh and cry; inspire anger andjoy; make you think and make you feel. 

My thanks to following people: 

Randy Landers, for the virtues of patience and tolerance with an 'opinionated' 
editor; 
Elizabeth Knauel for formatting and early editorial assistance (I miss you); 
To the writers for your stories and making an editor's job ajoy; 
Lauren Francis, for another great cover; 
Ann Zewen, Greg Lash and BEKi for moral support; 
The cast of VOY AGER, for continuous inspiration and entertainment; 

And a special thanks to Robert Beltran, just because. 

Hugs to all- see you next time. © 
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